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Refugee chidren in Moscow

“All children are the
same”
(Takie zhe deti in Russian) is the name for the
Integrational Centre for Refugee and
Migrant Children.

It was founded in Moscow in 1996,
after refugees arriving from wartorn
Chechnya found that their children were
barred from schools because they had no
local registration.

Today the Centre is still going strong -
it caters for more than 70 children, but now
they come from places like Syria,
Afghanistan and even Africa.

It functions both as a school and a
cultural centre. Knowing Russian is
essential to enter the school system, and
while the Moscow education department
runs language classes there are not enough
places for everyone. The Centre runs a
"self-made school" programme and
individual tutoring for kids who can't get
into schools. This September, 6 out of 10
children attending “self-made school” went
on to be accepted into the state system.
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And for everyone - pre-schoolers, and those in or out
of education - there are cultural activities (like museum
visits) to help integration into Russian society.

More than 50 teacher-volunteers work with the
Centre, and a professional psychologist and speech
therapist are on hand regularly for the children. A number
of friendly culture-related organisations make their
premises available for the cultural activities. And more
than 100 Moscow school students take part in integrational
events, learning more about refugee children and their
problems, which will potentially lead to their involvement
in the integrational process.

The Centre needs funds to support
the administrator and programme
coordinators, and meals and travel costs
for the children. A year ago its funding
was unexpectedly and dramatically cut.
FHM was pleased to be able to help the
Centre connect with sources of funding
that enabled it to keep going. We are
hopeful that in future we may continue to
fulfil this role.
To learn more about the Centre, you
can visit their website (in Russian -
includes a video with English
subtitles): www.takie-zhe-deti.ru
And from The Moscow Times (in
English):
http://bit.ly/2f4lAip
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David is now serving as a medical orderly at
a municipal hospital.
"I said to them: I am a Jehovah’s Witness and
I believe that the Bible is God’s word. And I
learned from the Bible that God hates war
and the people who study how to kill. I said
that I want to be with God, and that is why I
am choosing alternative service. They just
sent me here, without a choice — randomly,
as young people put it now. You go wherever
you are sent, and that’s where you will work.
But I am very glad that our country has such
a possibility.. "

Kirill did his alternative service as a janitor at a
health care centre.
"I had heard earlier about alternative service,
but I thought that it was only for those whose
religious beliefs did not allow them to serve in
the army... But a couple of weeks before I had to
go to the Draft Board, I stumbled on a streaming
video done by Elena Popova, who was at that
time an activist with “Mothers of Soldiers of St.
Petersburg.” From the video I learned that it was
possible to do alternative civil service for a
whole spectrum of non-sectarian reasons.
...First of all [they sent me] to a psychiatrist:
what normal person would want to turn down
army service? I met with the psychiatrist, she
was convinced that I was a sane person and that
she couldn’t do anything for me..."

Mikhail did his alternative service as a
medical orderly in a dialysis centre.
"Before I went into the service, I was
studying in the philosophy and sociology
program of Perm State University... I was
reading books that were connected to
different world views, different
philosophies... I decided that, with my
convictions, it would be the right thing for
me to do alternative service."

FHM supports the Alternative Service advice
centre in Kazan, for conscientious objectors seeking
to do alternative service instead of being conscripted
into the Russian army. We also finance printing and
distribution costs for the Alternativshchik information
newsletter that is sent out across Russia.
On May 28 the first all-regional forum for alternative
servicemen took place in the city of Perm, sponsored
by the project “Right to an Alternative”, a
development of the local division of the human rights
organisation Memorial. These portraits are excerpted
from an article by Ivan Kozlov in “The Star”, an
internet journal from Perm (2 June 2016). (English
translation by Pat Stewart.) More details in FHM
Facebook posts: http://bit.ly/2eTN1LK
http://bit.ly/2g2g1n4 http://bit.ly/2fJgWIb

Conscientious objection in Russia

Alternative servicemen -
some portraits
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Voices and meditations
Quaker outreach is not proselytising, but letting

people know who we are and what we believe in. FHM
promotes outreach in the Russian-speaking world through
publications, websites and social media.

This year saw the translation and publication of
Elizabeth Fry - a Biography by June Rose, Rethinking War & Peace
by Diana Francis and Beyond Majority Rule by Michael J
Sheeran. Notes from an Exhibition by Patrick Gale is due for e-
publication in January.

Readers may not have heard of the
"Yarovaya laws" passed by the Russian
government in July. Targeting "non-
traditional" religions in Russia, including
Protestants, they prohibit evangelistic
activity in public places, and restrict the
practice of religion to officially-designated,
registered places of worship. As the
unknown effects play out, and churches
react with concern, we hold them in the
Light in these uncertain times.

Outreach in the Russian language

AVP workshop at a detention centre for adolescents, Odessa

Alternatives to violence in
Ukraine

Working with the "displaced"...
Last year, the Alternatives to Violence Project

(AVP) in Ukraine carried out an extensive
programme of work with internally displaced
refugees. At the time, the project coordinators
wrote:

"In 2014, masses of people began to stream in from
the combat zones. They were resettled without any
particular system... The expectation was that people

would not be there for long. Many expected that that
they would soon return home. At that time,
organizations and volunteers actively undertook to help
the displaced persons; this lasted for about a year. The
situation did not change, resources were being depleted
and people began to be angry that they had been
stranded.

"...We offer our trainings to precisely those people
who have been unable to integrate and who have been
left to live in health resorts or children’s camps which
are far outside of town. These groups were characterized
by a closed-off quality, watchfulness, a common
reluctance to be part of the group ... We saw that, deep
inside, the children were experiencing everything that
was happening in their families ... They were able to
share with us about what they had endured, because
that helped them remember good family moments from
the past, memories that replenished their resources."

This year, the more encouraging news is that
the refugees - though still not able to return home
- have moved out from their isolated "camps" and
are integrating into the local communities. This is
a positive step, but it means that AVP can no
longer target them as a group to work with. AVP
continue their normal programme of workshops
with a wide variety of participants ranging from
social workers to kids with antisocial behaviour.

For a couple of years, an experimental outreach
project has been running in Moscow called "Meditation
of Friends". It introduces people to spiritual
meditation using materials in accordance with Quaker
values and practice. It is not advertised or run as a
religious or Quaker group, but enquirers ask about
Quakers if they are interested. Visitors to sessions
report a deep feeling of connectedness among the
participants. The project has a website here:

We have been grateful to EMES (European and
Middle Eastern section of FWCC, www.fwccemes.org)
for support towards the running costs of this project.

Image from the "Meditation of Friends" group in
VKontakte (the "Russian Facebook"):

https://vk.com/meditation_of_friends
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You may donate online at www.friendshousemoscow.org or send donations to:
In Europe:

Donations Secretary, FHM
Brynmawr, Westbourne Drive
Lancaster LA1 5EE, U.K.

In North America:
Friends House Moscow Support Association
PO Box 60253
Palo Alto, CA 94306, USA

Donations to the U.S. address or online are tax-deductible on U.S. tax returns.

Could you spare some time to help publicise our work and raise funds? Please
email info@friendshousemoscow.org - we would love to hear from you! Thank you!
Can you volunteer to help?

Scan this code to
visit our website

FHM supports projects that promote peace and transform lives in the countries
of the former Soviet Union.Join us in our work

Please donate to Friends House Moscow

This is the title of an innovative project being
run in schools in the city of Dzerzhinsk.

With running costs supported by FHM, a team
of psychologists are training schoolchildren to be
mediators when disputes and conflicts arise. In
contrast with normal practice, when teachers and
school directors respond in an accusatory and
punitive way, the "restorative mediation"
approach aims to restore relations between the
conflicting sides.

The really new thing is that schoolchildren
themselves are the mediators. This "peer to peer"
method works well: the project results showed that
having student-mediators produced a higher
degree of trust than when adults are involved.

This year, 46 student leaders received special
in-depth training and mediation services were set
up in four schools. Mediators dealt with 45 conflict

situations. But at the same time, teacher feedback
shows that in schools where mediation services
have been established, the number and severity of
conflict situations has decreased.

"We were pleasantly surprised by the significant
interest in our work on the project at the Education

Attention! Conflict!
Peer to peer mediation in schools

Department of Dzerzhinsk and at the
number of educational institutions
wishing to establish school mediation
services.

"Nor had we expected the
independent initiative on the part of
student mediators who have followed
the special training sessions... They
organised presentations during
lessons, information displays and a
school radio broadcast.

We noticed that the students
really like to wear specially made
‘Mediator’ badges as if participating
in a peacekeeping mission, and to feel
that they are important, valued
members of the school community."

Still from a video shot by the School Mediation project.
You can view the video at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yusv3mK0qyw




